Abstract

There is a national focus on electronic health records (EHRs) and health information exchange to improve quality, efficiency, and safety across healthcare settings. The purpose of this study is to describe pharmacists’ views and practices about the adoption and use of EHRs and the sharing of health information by pharmacists in the state of Nebraska.

A U.S. mail survey of all pharmacists holding a Nebraska license (N = 1,953) was conducted in June–August 2008. Only 12 percent of pharmacists indicated using an EHR. Most pharmacists (63 percent) indicated that their pharmacy had no plans to adopt an EHR system, while 13 percent indicated their pharmacy planned to adopt an EHR system in the future. Only 8 percent of respondents currently had access to EHRs for their patients created by other providers. Despite a national focus on electronic health information exchange, there remains a low uptake of EHRs by pharmacists.
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Background

The national focus on the adoption and use of electronic health records (EHRs) is expected to facilitate electronic health information exchange (HIE) between healthcare providers and assist in more effective and informed healthcare decision making.1–3 Though pharmacists are experienced users of technology and electronic record-keeping systems to manage patients’ medications and insurance information, there has been little discussion regarding their experiences with EHRs and health information exchange.4 Though exchange will ultimately involve the larger healthcare team, it remains to be seen if pharmacists will embrace the adoption of EHRs in all practice settings.

The pharmacy record currently serves as a repository for patient information relevant to medication use in nearly all healthcare settings. The pharmacy record in the hospital, home care, nursing home, and community pharmacy settings typically contains information about patients’ prescription medications; allergies to drugs and other exposures; pharmacists’ care plan notes that include patient-specific considerations (e.g., preferred medication use decisions governed by formularies); and a variety of elements included in a patient’s medication use history often including over-the-counter medication and herbal supplement use. In the outpatient setting, pharmacy records have been used to reveal patient medication use patterns based upon pharmacy refills, often recognized
as a relatively accurate proxy for a patient’s general adherence to medication regimens. The detail maintained in an outpatient pharmacy record about medication management typically exceeds that documented in EHRs maintained by other provider types and settings in order to serve the needs of the patient-pharmacist relationship. Outpatient pharmacy records indicate what prescribed medications a patient has chosen to pick up from the pharmacy for use, and may also make reference to the patient’s medication use behaviors and outcome responses to prescribed therapies. Pharmacists use the pharmacy record as a source of information about the patient’s overall medication use as a safety and quality-of-care check when filling prescription orders. The pharmacy record is also a resource to aid pharmacists in assessing appropriateness of the prescribed therapy in the context of each patient’s individual situation. Examples of pharmacy record software include McKesson EnterpriseRx and Cerner Etreby Pharmacy Management System. Pharmacists in inpatient care settings or those part of an integrated health system such as Kaiser Permanente or the Veterans Affairs system may work with a pharmacy record that is integrated with other providers’ records, or may use a separate electronic pharmacy record that either “crosstalks” electronically with a patient’s health record or from which the pharmacist can toggle between screens to review the larger record and process the orders in the pharmacy record.

In comparison, EHRs are expected to contain comprehensive information about a patient’s health, including medical conditions and care received from multiple providers who have access to the patient’s record and privileges to use or modify it. The national goal of implementing interoperable EHRs to create a Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) will allow healthcare providers to have not only access to patients’ health history (both within a single health system and across multiple health systems) but also real-time access to the most up-to-date patient information, including lab results and progress notes. Access to additional information beyond that maintained in the pharmacy record has the potential to improve pharmacists’ ability to provide optimal medication therapy management. Some proposed ways that both pharmacists and patients could benefit from the introduction of an EHR into pharmacy practice are improvements in the medication reconciliation process both within healthcare organizations and between care settings, progression of public health initiatives, and enhancement of the patient-pharmacist relationship. The introduction of HIE will facilitate pharmacists’ efforts to better assist patients in the management of their own disease states and medications. This will further enhance communication between pharmacists and patients, contributing to an evolving patient-pharmacist relationship that is impacted by the increased use of health information technology (e.g., EHRs, personal health records, e-prescribing, and patient-specific technologies already being used). Pharmacists are accessible resources for healthcare, a role that will likely be enhanced by HIE and one that will continue to grow as the HIE movement evolves. The use of pharmacists to manage patients’ care for chronic conditions, such as through the use of collaborative practice agreements, can be enhanced through
the additional patient information available in the EHR. Competency levels will need to be established for pharmacists to demonstrate the ability to obtain, utilize, and contribute to the patient information maintained in the EHR, leading to evolving privileging and credentialing of pharmacists.\textsuperscript{13} For instance, obtaining a pharmacotherapy specialist credential or developing a collaborative practice agreement allowing pharmacists to directly manage patients’ care may require a pharmacist to demonstrate an understanding of the benefits and limitations of EHRs and/or the technical skills to use the EHR system. The health information management (HIM) profession needs to be informed about pharmacists’ adoption and use of EHRs to better understand how this will affect the profession in ways not previously considered.

The purpose of this study is to describe pharmacists’ views and practices about the adoption and use of EHRs and the sharing of health information in all pharmacy practice settings in the state of Nebraska.

**Methods**

A statewide survey of pharmacists was conducted in June–August 2008 to assess patient safety issues currently faced in practice.\textsuperscript{14} A modified Dillman technique was used to distribute the survey through U.S. mail to all individuals holding a Nebraska pharmacists’ license and actively practicing in the state (\(N = 1,953\)).\textsuperscript{15} The survey was developed by a team consisting of pharmacists, health services researchers, and key members of state health organizations in order to provide an evidence base to aid pharmacists in identifying possible practice improvements and strategies to address newly emerging problems in patient safety. Questions on the survey included items about the state of EHR adoption in pharmacy practice and pharmacists’ interactions with other healthcare providers regarding the sharing of patient health information. This study was approved by the Creighton University Institutional Review Board and received exempt status.

**Results**

**Demographics**

The survey was completed by 535 pharmacists for a 27 percent response rate. Respondents practiced across a range of pharmacy settings (Figure 1), including independent pharmacies (25 percent), hospital pharmacies (24 percent), traditional chain pharmacies (23 percent), and grocery chain pharmacies (13 percent). Respondents had been in practice for an average of 21 years, and 56 percent were female.
EHR Adoption Status

Figure 2 displays the EHR adoption status of respondents. Only 12 percent of respondents indicated that they were currently using an EHR. Of these 12 percent, nearly three-fourths (72 percent) indicated they worked in a hospital setting. The remaining EHR users were located in traditional chain pharmacies (12 percent), clinic pharmacies (10 percent), home care pharmacies (3 percent), and independent pharmacies (3 percent). Most pharmacists (63 percent) indicated that their pharmacy had no plans to adopt an EHR. This was most frequently reported by pharmacists in independent pharmacies (33 percent), followed by traditional chain pharmacies (20 percent), grocery chain pharmacies (17 percent), hospital pharmacies (14 percent), long-term care pharmacies (7 percent), clinic pharmacies (4 percent), home care pharmacies (2 percent), and other (4 percent). A small percentage of respondents (13 percent) indicated that their pharmacy planned to adopt an EHR in the future. Of these pharmacists, 37 percent indicated working in a hospital setting, with the remaining pharmacists in traditional chain pharmacies (26 percent), independent pharmacies (19 percent), grocery chain pharmacies (8 percent), long-term care pharmacies (6 percent), home care pharmacies (2 percent), and clinic pharmacies (2 percent). Twelve percent of respondents reported not knowing their pharmacy’s plans regarding EHR adoption. Few pharmacists reported having any prior experience using an EHR (16 percent).

Patient Health Information in the Pharmacy Record

Few pharmacists were using EHRs, citing a large amount of patient health information already available in the pharmacy record (Table 1). Pharmacists indicated that allergies (91 percent) were the most common type of information maintained in the pharmacy record. Other information contained in the pharmacy record varied in frequency, including patients’ chronic conditions (48 percent), renal function (34 percent), hepatic function (28 percent), height (26 percent), weight (26 percent), smoking status (14 percent), alcohol consumption (13 percent), and pregnancy status (39 percent) or lactation status (24 percent) in women.

Sharing of Patient Health Information with Other Providers

Concerning issues of sharing patient health information, 80 percent of pharmacists believed they should have access to patient EHRs created by other providers; however, only 8 percent of respondents currently had access to these records. These 8 percent of pharmacists practiced primarily in a hospital setting (72 percent), followed by traditional chain pharmacies (12 percent), clinic pharmacies (10 percent), independent pharmacies (3 percent), and home care pharmacies (3 percent). Pharmacists believed they should share the following information with other providers (Table 2): medication history (94 percent), allergies (93 percent), health history (72 percent), immunizations (69 percent), laboratory data (64 percent), and progress notes (57 percent).
Discussion

The support for the 2004 national mandate for every American to have an EHR by 2014 has recently taken the form of financial funding through the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, a part of the larger American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. This funding is intended to facilitate EHR adoption, primarily in physician practices. This is a crucial component for the formation of a NHIN that will connect healthcare providers across the United States for HIE.

This study revealed that few pharmacists are engaging in HIE with other providers or patients, and those that are currently exchanging health information practice in predominantly a hospital setting. This is not unexpected given the state of physician EHR adoption observed around the nation and within the state of Nebraska. It can be argued that pharmacists will not adopt EHRs until more physician practices do so, due to a lack of perceived benefits (i.e., no increased access to patient health information not maintained in the pharmacy record).

Despite many concerns patients have regarding HIE, they believe it is important for their healthcare providers to use electronic or computer-based records instead of paper records. A recent consumer survey noted that the majority of respondents believed that if the United States adopted an interoperable medical record system, the overall quality of medical care would likely improve, fewer people would get sick and die as a result of medical errors, and doctors would do a better job of coordinating their care. Our findings indicate this is potentially true, specifically concerning pharmacists, as the information that would become available could greatly enhance the information currently being maintained in the pharmacy record. Table 1 indicates that nearly all (91 percent) of the respondents have information about patient allergies, almost half (48 percent) have information about patients’ chronic conditions, over a third have information about patients’ pregnancy status (39 percent) and renal impairment (34 percent), and over a quarter have information about patients’ liver impairment (28 percent). This information allows pharmacists to make the best possible assessment regarding the appropriateness of a patient’s medication therapy. If many pharmacists already maintain this information in the pharmacy record without the advantage of HIE, enhanced access to additional clinical information for medication therapy management through an EHR would prove highly beneficial. Additionally, the type of information that pharmacists believe they should share with their physician counterparts suggests that the use of EHRs to integrate this information potentially holds high value for physicians and overall is likely to improve the quality of information that is available to manage patients’ care. Physicians who have used EHRs reported experiencing a positive effect on quality of clinical decisions, communication with other providers, timely access to medical records, and avoidance of medical errors. Despite these potential benefits and the national
focus on EHRs, the technology has yet to be widely adopted by physicians as well. It is estimated that only 4 percent of ambulatory care physician practices nationwide have a fully functional EHR system, and only 13 percent have a basic system. Nebraskan ambulatory care physicians reported that 30 percent currently use EHRs in some form. There are similar adoption rates in hospitals, as only 1.5 percent of U.S. hospitals have a comprehensive EHR system, and only 7.6 percent have a basic system.

HIM professionals need to continue to stay informed about the role of pharmacists in the health information technology (HIT) movement. As HIE takes greater hold throughout the nation, the issues of pharmacist privileging, credentialing, and expertise necessary to utilize these new sources of information will continue to grow. HIM professionals are also integrally involved in issues pertaining to access to and use of electronic health information. Findings from this study indicate that HIM professionals will have to understand the evolving role of different health professionals in the context of EHR and HIT use in order to understand which providers will need access to patient health information and how best to address issues related to this access.

The state of Nebraska has led discussions among the various stakeholders in EHR adoption through the state eHealth Council. The coauthors of this work have been directly engaged in these early conversations and have observed the early interactions of the pharmacy profession’s participation in this movement. This state-level view of pharmacists and HIE may help to inform pharmacists, health information managers, and policy makers about the progress being made toward achieving the formation of a NHIN that includes the pharmacist, and about the potential role that pharmacists may play in this movement.

**Limitations**

The survey used in this study yielded a 27 percent response rate. This relatively low response rate is likely to represent a biased sample in favor of those who were both motivated and able to participate. On the other hand, the entire population was surveyed, resulting in over one-fourth of the entire population contributing to the data. With a simple random sample, we would only need responses from a small portion of the population. Inspection of the distribution of responses from pharmacists suggests that the distribution is representative of each major type of pharmacy practice setting.

**Conclusion**

Despite a national focus on HIE, there remains a low uptake of EHRs by health providers, including pharmacists. Though HIT offers great promise for enhancing availability of information for
pharmacists to improve patient safety and quality of care, further study on barriers to and solutions for EHR adoption from the pharmacy perspective and the effectiveness of implementation strategies is needed.
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